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UNITY FOR THE SAKE OF THE GOSPEL: PHILIPPIANS 
Week 3: Paul’s Singular Ambition 

But what does it matter? The important thing is that…Christ is preached (Phil 1:18) 
 
EXPOSITION 

I. INTRODUCTION, 1:1–11 
A. Greeting, 1:1–2 

B. Thanksgiving, 1:3–8 
C. Prayer for the Philippians, 1:9–11 

(1:9) And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and 
depth of insight, 
 
The word “and” beginning v. 9 is points back to Paul’s prayer in v. 4 (“In all my prayers 
for all of you, I always pray with joy”). With the words “this is my prayer,” Pau now 
reports the contents of his intercessory prayer for the Philippians. Paul’s genuine thanks 
for the “partnership” (v. 5) of the Philippian believers caused him to pray for their 
continued spiritual progress. If we are really concerned for others, that concern should 
express itself first in prayer, as we recognize the importance of the work of God in any 
lasting spiritual growth. 
 
Love, Paul says, must be intelligent (“knowledge” and morally discerning (“depth of 
insight”). What is encouraged here is not a thoughtless sentiment, but love based on 
knowledge, the intellectual perception that has recognized principles from the Word of 
God. Spiritual knowledge, gained from an understanding of divine revelation, enables us 
to love what God commands and in the way he reveals. 

 
(1:10) so that you may be able to discern what is best and may be pure and blameless for 
the day of Christ, 
 
In the beginning of his prayer in v. 9, Paul prayed that the Philippians would have ever-
increasing love accompanied by ever-increasing knowledge and moral insight. This is 
now followed in v. 10 by two purpose clauses. The first purpose of having knowledge 
and moral insight is “in order that you may discern what is best.” This is the immediate 
purpose—why the Philippians need ever-increasing “knowledge and insight.” The second 
purpose—“in order that you may be pure and blameless until the day of Christ”—
expresses the ultimate purpose of the whole prayer. 
 
The purpose of this love increasing “in knowledge and depth of insight” was that the 
Philippians might be able to distinguish the really important issues in their lives and to 
act on the basis of such distinctions—“discerning what is best.” In this way, they would 
be fully prepared for the coming of Christ. 
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The last phrase “for the day of Christ” indicates that we must stand before the Lord and 
give an account (2 Cor 5:10).  
 
 (1:11) filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ—to the glory 
and praise of God. 
 
The Philippians are to not only be “pure and blameless” (v. 10) but “filled with the fruit 
of righteousness.” “Fruit of righteousness” means “fruit that consists in right conduct.” 
The NLT reads: “May you always be filled with the fruit of your salvation—the righteous 
character produced in your life by Jesus Christa—for this will bring much glory and 
praise to God.” Paul desires that when the Philippians stand before Christ, their lives will 
have been filled with the right kind of fruit. 
 

II. PAUL’S MISSIONARY REPORT, 1:12–26 
We now move to a detailed account of Paul’s current circumstances. This is somewhat 
unusual since Paul usually covers this material toward the end of the body of the letter in his 
other writings (cf. Rom 15). However, the material in vv. 12–26, where Paul informs the 
Philippians about his own situation, is common in letters of friendship in the ancient world, 
and it may be that Paul is following that general format since one of his main purposes in 
writing Philippians was to thank them for their financial support. Philippians is different, 
however, in that this report is quite long in comparison to contemporary letters of this kind.  
 
A. Paul’s Circumstances, 1:12–18a 

In this section Paul talks about the progress of the gospel ministry in Rome. Not only has 
the Praetorian Guard itself been exposed to the gospel, but other Christians have received 
encouragement to preach boldly. Unfortunately, however, Paul has faced some 
opposition. 
 
1. The unhindered progress of the gospel, 1:12–14 

(1:12) Now I want you to know, brothers and sisters, that what has happened to me 
has actually served to advance the gospel. 
 
Paul wants the Philippians to know about his immediate circumstances. What Paul 
says in v. 12 may have been something of a surprise if we are correct in assuming the 
Philippians had heard Paul was under arrest. Paul says that his recent circumstances, 
his “chains” (vv. 13, 14, 17), had not been detrimental but advantageous to the 
proclamation of the gospel in Rome. Paul’s circumstances were to be viewed as a 
plus for the gospel, not a disaster. 
 
(1:13) As a result, it has become clear throughout the whole palace guard and to 
everyone else that I am in chains for Christ. 

 
The first way in which the gospel had been advanced through Paul’s circumstances 
was related to unbelievers. The words “place guard” translate the Greek word 
praitōrion. Prisoners sent to Rome from the provinces in appeal cases were entrusted 
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to the care of the prefect of the Praetorian Guard. The term Praetorian stood for the 
emperor’s bodyguard, probably about 500 strong. They were the only troops 
permanently stationed in Italy. 
 
Paul would have been chained to a Roman Praetorian guard on a four-hour rotating 
basis. 
 
(1:14) And because of my chains, most of the brothers and sisters have become 
confident in the Lord and dare all the more to proclaim the gospel without fear. 
 
The second way the gospel had been advanced through Paul’s imprisonment was that 
his circumstances had encouraged Christians in Rome to become bolder witnesses. 
One might suppose that his imprisonment would have dampened any evangelizing 
efforts and have caused the believers in Rome to “go underground,” but exactly the 
opposite was true. 

 
2. Blessing mixed with adversity, 1:15–18a 

(1:15) It is true that some preach Christ out of envy and rivalry, but others out of 
goodwill. 

 
The bad news about the progress of gospel proclamation in Rome was that there were 
actually two groups of “preachers.” While both were doing a good thing, only one 
group had the proper motivate for their actions. Some were proclaiming the message 
of Christ “out of envy and rivalry.” In the light of v. 17, it is clear that their wrong 
spirit was directed against Paul (“supposing that they can stir up trouble for me”).  
 
Both groups were doctrinally orthodox. Those who preached Christ “out of envy and 
rivalry” were not wolves in sheep’s clothing; they were not pseudo-Christians. In 
Paul’s view, they were really brothers and sisters in Christ. Paul repeatedly asserts 
that both groups preach Christ (verses 15, 17, and 18). 
 
But those preaching Christ “out of envy and rivalry” were mean and selfish, using the 
occasion of Paul’s confinement to promote themselves. 
 
(1:16) The latter do so out of love, knowing that I am put here for the defense of the 
gospel. (1:17) The former preach Christ out of selfish ambition, not sincerely, 
supposing that they can stir up trouble for me while I am in chains. 

 
The nobler preachers of v. 16 recognized the apostle’s sincerity and unselfishness. 
They realized that his present circumstances were part of a larger divine program and 
that he had never deviated from it. He was imprisoned, not by his own 
miscalculations, nor by chance, but by the operation of God’s sovereignty. God had 
brought him to this place and time “for the defense of the gospel.” 
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The former group of preachers of v. 17 (“preach Christ out of selfish ambition”) was 
guilty of insincerity, particularly toward Paul. That they “preach Christ” and that Paul 
found no fault with the content of their message demonstrates, as we have noted, that 
their problem was not primarily doctrinal but personal (wrong motives, v. 18). But 
many wonder if Paul is being too generous with his description of these believers who 
were “stir[ring] up trouble” for him. 
 
But as v. 18 will tell us, Paul says that whatever they were preaching about Christ, it 
stemmed from an improper motivation (“false motive”). They wished, Paul says, to 
“stir up trouble” for him. The word “trouble” can refer of “outward trouble,” that is, 
“persecution,” or, more probably in this context of “inward distress,” such as in 
2 Corinthians 2:4, “I wrote you out of great distress and anguish of heart and with 
many tears.” Probably these people were self-seeking opportunists, promoting 
themselves at Paul’s expense. 
 
(1:18a) But what does it matter? The important thing is that in every way, whether 
from false motives or true, Christ is preached. And because of this I rejoice. 

 
Paul’s conclusion, “What does it matter?” reveals his sense of values. The importance 
of the gospel and its proclamation so outweighed any personal considerations that he 
would not cloud the issue by insisting on settling personal grievances or minor 
differences. 
 

B. Paul’s Attitude, 1:18b–26 

1. Joy in salvation, 1:18b–20 
(1:18b) Yes, and I will continue to rejoice, (1:19) for I know that through your 
prayers and God’s provision of the Spirit of Jesus Christ what has happened to me 
will turn out for my deliverance. 

 
Though the latter part of v. 18 is clearly related to the previous section, Paul now 
seems to move on to make a new point. Most of the verbs in this section, beginning 
with “I will continue to rejoice” are in the future tense. Paul’s thoughts move from his 
present joy, concerning the preaching of Christ by any and every means, to his future 
joy regarding his own salvation and the honoring of Christ in all circumstances. 
 
Verse 19 gives the reason (“for”) for Paul’s rejoicing—he is confident of his future 
“deliverance.” The word translated “deliverance” is the Greek word (sōtēria) more 
commonly translated “salvation.” It can, on occasion, refer to “physical deliverance,” 
as the NIV (and other translations) implies, or, to “spiritual deliverance,” “salvation,” 
as in the KJV (and other translations). The word is used seventeen times in Paul’s 
writings and always refers to “salvation” unless v. 19 is the one exception. The other 
two uses in Philippians speak of spiritual salvation (1:28; 2:12). 
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Why does the NIV take the word to refer to physical deliverance, in this case, 
deliverance from imprisonment?—primarily, because of v. 25, “Convinced of this, I 
know that I will remain, and I will continue with all of you for your progress and joy 
in the faith.” But I think this is wrong—for two reasons. (1) As I noted, Paul uses the 
word translated “deliverance” to speak of “spiritual deliverance,” salvation, in every 
other occurrence in his letters. (2) Paul connects his adversity with his deliverance. It 
makes little sense to say that what Paul has suffered, whether we include 
imprisonment itself and/or the work of his opponents, will lead to his release 
(“deliverance” from imprisonment). (3) The “deliverance” that Paul speaks about is 
one that he will experience regardless of what happens to him in prison: “whether by 
life or by death” (v. 20). 
 
So Paul is more likely is saying that these seemingly negative experiences in his 
life—his imprisonment and the opposition of some Christians—will ultimately be for 
his own spiritual good, his ultimate salvation—present sanctification and future 
glorification. Paul’s statement in v. 19 is similar to what he says in his last letter, 
2 Timothy. There Paul is in his second and final Roman imprisonment and clearly has 
no hope of release (“For I am already being poured out like a drink offering, and the 
time for my departure is near,” 4:6). Yet Paul utters a cry for salvation: “The Lord 
will rescue me from every evil attack and will bring me safely to his heavenly 
kingdom” (4:18).  
 
What Paul is confident about in v. 19 (“for, I know) is that no matter what trials and 
temptations he faces in this life, God will ultimately bring him to salvation. Paul is 
expressing confidence in his own perseverance—his continued faithfulness to the 
gospel. But Paul recognizes that his perseverance does not take place automatically, 
but rather, God uses the prayers of the Philippians and the “provision of the Spirit of 
Jesus Christ” to bring about Paul’s perseverance. 
 
The important point to note in all this is that Paul’s sanctification, his persevering in 
his Christian faith, does not take place in isolation from the support of the church. 
 
(1:20) I eagerly expect and hope that I will in no way be ashamed, but will have 
sufficient courage so that now as always Christ will be exalted in my body, whether 
by life or by death. 

 
What Paul says in verse 19, that his present circumstances “will turn out for [his] 
salvation” “through [the Philippians’] prayer and God’s provision of the Spirit of 
Jesus Christ,” is quite in keeping with what Paul eagerly expects and hopes. Paul’s 
earnest expectation and hope is that at the consummation of his salvation, when he 
stands before Christ, he will not be ashamed. This is probably similar to 1 John 2:28: 
“And now, dear children, continue in him so that when he appears we may be 
confident and unashamed before him at his coming.” 


